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DERIVED AUTOEQUIVALENCES OF GENERALISED KUMMER
VARIETIES
CIARAN MEACHAN
Abstract. In this article, we construct new derived autoequivalences of gen-
eralised Kummer varieties. Together with Huybrechts-Thomas twists around
P
n-objects, these are the only known examples of such symmetries.
Introduction
Let D(X) be the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on a smooth
complex projective variety X and Aut(D(X)) be the group of isomorphism classes
of exact C-linear autoequivalences of D(X). Then we have a subgroup of standard
autoequivalences:
Aut(X) ⋉ (Pic(X) ⊕ Z) ⊂ Aut(D(X))
generated by push forwards along automorphisms of X, twists by line bundles and
shifts; the complement of this subgroup should be thought of as hidden symmetries.
In their seminal paper, Bondal and Orlov [BO01, Theorem 3.1] showed that if the
canonical bundle ωX (or its inverse) is ample then the standard autoequivalences
are everything, i.e. Aut(D(X)) ≃ Aut(X) ⋉ (Pic(X) ⊕ Z). However, finding a
complete description of this group when the canonical bundle is not ample is a
much more subtle question and one of considerable interest. The case where the
canonical bundle is trivial is particularly rich.
The classical decomposition theorem of Beauville [Bea83, The´ore`me 1] tells us
that there are essentially three fundamental classes of varieties with trivial canoni-
cal bundle: abelian varieties, Calabi-Yau varieties and hyperka¨hler varieties. When
X is an abelian variety, Orlov [Orl02, Theorem 4.14] has given a complete descrip-
tion of Aut(D(X)) but the other cases remain wide open. Despite not having a
complete description of Aut(D(X)) in the Calabi-Yau case, we do have examples of
non-standard autoequivalences thanks to the pioneering work of Seidel and Thomas
[ST01] on spherical objects. For example, the structure sheaf of a (−1,−1)-curve
inside a Calabi-Yau threefold gives rise to an autoequivalence, called the spherical
twist. It turns out that this can also be described as doing the Atiyah-flop equiv-
alence [BO95, Theorem 3.6] twice; for generalisations of this to (−2, 0)-curves and
(−3, 1)-curves, see [Tod07, Theorem 3.1] and [DW13, Theorem 1.9] respectively.
This work was supported by the SFB/TR 45 ‘Periods, Moduli Spaces and Arithmetic of Alge-
braic Varieties’ of the DFG (German Research Foundation).
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Finally, for hyperka¨hler varieties, much less is known. For a K3 surface, which is
the simplest hyperka¨hler variety, we have a conjectural description of Aut(D(X))
due to Bridgeland [Bri08, Conjecture 1.2] phrased in terms of stability conditions;
roughly speaking, the expectation is that Aut(D(X)) should be generated by stan-
dard autoequivalences and spherical twists; see [BB13, Theorems 1.3 & 1.4] for the
Picard rank one case. For higher dimensional hyperka¨hler varieties, Huybrechts and
Thomas [HT06] generalised the notion of spherical objects to that of Pn-objects. For
example, the structure sheaf of an embedded Pn inside a hyperka¨hler variety of di-
mension 2n gives rise to an autoequivalence, called the Pn-twist. It is expected that
there is a strong connection between this twist and doing the Mukai-flop equivalence
[Kaw02, Corollary 5.7] [Nam03, Theorem 4.4] twice. To date, Huybrechts-Thomas
twists associated to the structure sheaf of the variety are still the only non-standard
autoequivalences which can be associated to an arbitrary hyperka¨hler. Recently,
Addington [Add11] further generalised this concept to Pn-functors and constructed
derived autoequivalences for Hilbert schemes of points on K3 surfaces which were
evidently not equal to any of the known ones.
The aim of this paper is to extend this discovery and show that we also get new
derived autoequivalences for generalised Kummer varieties.
Summary of main results. The generalised Kummer variety Kn associated to
an abelian surface A is, by definition, the fibre of the Albanese map m : A[n+1] → A
over zero where A[n+1] is the Hilbert scheme of n+1 points on A. In particular, the
natural family I of ideal sheaves on A ×Kn gives rise to a Fourier-Mukai functor
FK : D(A) → D(Kn). For all n > 1, we show that FK is a P
n−1-functor in the
sense of Addington [Add11, Section 3]. That is, if RK denotes the right adjoint
to FK then the kernel of the composition RKFK is given by
⊕n−1
i=0 O∆[−2i] and
the monad structure RKFKRKFK
µ
→ RKFK closely resembles multiplication in the
graded ring H∗(Pn−1,C). Addington’s Pn-functors are a generalisation Huybrechts
and Thomas’ Pn-objects [HT06] and as such, they determine autoequivalences of
the codomain category. For instance, when A is an abelian surface and FK is the
functor described above, a double cone construction produces a non-trivial element
PFK ∈ Aut(D(Kn)) which acts on im FK by [2− 2n] and (im FK)
⊥ by the identity;
the induced action on cohomology is trivial. In section 4, we prove our main
Theorem (4.1). FK is a P
n−1-functor for all n > 1. In particular, we have a new
derived autoequivalence
PFK := cone(cone(FKRK [−2]→ FKRK)→ idKn) ∈ Aut(D(Kn)).
The key observation in proving this result is the following
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Theorem (5.2). Let m : A[n] → A be the Albanese map. Then m∗ : D(A) →
D(A[n]) is a Pn−1-functor. Thus, we generate new derived autoequivalences of the
Hilbert scheme A[n] as well.
In section 6, we adopt an equivariant approach and study tautological objects on
the generalised Kummer variety. In particular, if F ′′K : D(A)→ D(Kn) denotes the
Fourier-Mukai transform induced by the structure sheaf of the universal subscheme
inside A×Kn then we have
Theorem (6.9). Let A be an abelian surface and consider the tautological objects
F ′′K(E), F
′′
K(F) ∈ D(Kn) associated to E ,F ∈ D(A). Then we have the following
natural isomorphism of graded vector spaces
Ext∗(F ′′K(E), F
′′
K(F)) ≃ Ext
∗(E ,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)
⊕ H∗(A, E∨)⊗H∗(A,F)⊗H∗(Kn−2,OKn−2).
Finally, if i : Kn →֒ A
[n+1] denotes the inclusion, j : N →֒ An+1 is the locus of
points which sum to zero, and D is the union of pairwise diagonals in A × An+1,
then we obtain the following
Theorem (6.2). There is a ‘BKR-type’ equivalence ΨK : D(Kn)
∼
−→ DSn+1(N)
which naturally intertwines with Ψ : D(A[n+1])
∼
−→ DSn+1(An+1). That is, we have
ΨK ◦ i
∗ ≃ j∗ ◦Ψ.
In particular, this provides us with the identities ΨKF
′
K ≃ ΦOA×N , ΨKF
′′
K ≃ ΦD as
well as an Sn+1-equivariant resolution K
•
of D := (idA × j)
−1D given by
0→ OD →
n+1⊕
i=1
ODi → · · · →
⊕
|I|=k
ODI → · · · → OD{1,...,n+1} → 0
where DI := (idA × j)
−1(DI) are the restricted diagonals.
As a byproduct of this approach, we provide alternative proofs of Theorem 4.1
above and [Add11, Theorem 2].
Acknowledgements: The author is profoundly grateful to Daniel Huybrechts;
not only for the invitation to Bonn but also for all his valuable help and support.
Special thanks to Nicolas Addington for patiently explaining the details of [Add11];
Andreas Krug for generously donating his time to discussions regarding applications
of [Kru14]; Arend Bayer together with Will Donovan for numerous technical conver-
sations; and Eyal Markman & Sukhendu Mehrotra for sharing a preliminary version
of [MM11]. The referees have been extremely thorough and their suggestions have
improved the paper considerably.
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1. P-functors
Definition 1.1. An exact functor F : A → B between triangulated categories with
left and right adjoints L,R : B → A is a Pn-functor if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) There is an autoequivalence H of A such that
RF ≃ id⊕H ⊕H2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hn
(ii) The map HRF →֒ RFRF
RǫF
−→ RF , when written in components
H ⊕H2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hn ⊕Hn+1 → id⊕H ⊕H2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Hn,
is of the form 

∗ ∗ · · · ∗ ∗
1 ∗ · · · ∗ ∗
0 1 · · · ∗ ∗
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 1 ∗


(iii) R ≃ HnL. If A and B have Serre functors, this condition is equivalent to
SBFH
n ≃ FSA.
Theorem 1.2 ([Add11, Theorem 3]). If F is a Pn-functor then
PF := cone(cone(FHR
f
→ FR)→idB)
is an equivalence where f is the composition FHR →֒ FRFR
ǫFR−FRǫ
−−−−−−→ FR.
Examples 1.3. (1) Let S be a smooth projective K3 surface and consider the
natural functor F : D(S) → D(S[n]) induced by the universal ideal sheaf I
on S×S[n]. Then F is a Pn−1-functor with RF ≃ id⊕[−2]⊕· · ·⊕[2−2n] and
H ≃ [−2] [Add11, Theorem 2]. It was precisely this example which inspired
the author to consider Beauville’s [Bea83] other infinite family of irreducible
holomorphic symplectic manifolds: the generalised Kummer variety.
(2) A split spherical functor F : A → B is one where the exact triangle idA
η
→
RF → C is split, i.e. RF ≃ idA ⊕ C. In other words, a split spherical
functor is a P1-functor with H ≃ C. Just as in [HT06, Proposition 2.9],
the P1-twist PF associated to a split spherical functor is equivalent to the
square of the spherical twist T := cone(FR
ǫ
→ idB). See [Add11, p.37].
2. Nested Hilbert Schemes
The key results needed for the calculation of RF in the Hilbert scheme setting
come from Ellingsrud and Strømme’s work [ES98] on nested Hilbert schemes on
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smooth projective surfaces. Let us consider the following diagram:
A[n,n+1]
g //
q×f

A[n+1]
A×A[n]
where A[n,n+1] := {(ζ, ξ) ∈ A[n] ×A[n+1] | ζ ⊂ ξ} is the incidence variety,
g : A[n,n+1] → A[n+1] ; (ζ, ξ) 7→ ξ and f : A[n,n+1] → A[n] ; (ζ, ξ) 7→ ζ
are the natural maps induced by the projections and
q : A[n,n+1] → A ; (ζ, ξ) 7→ ξ\ζ := Supp(ker(Oξ → Oζ))
maps a pair of subschemes to the point where they differ.
Proposition 2.1. [ES98, Proposition 2.1 & 2.2]
(i) The map g : A[n,n+1] → A[n+1] factors naturally over the universal sub-
scheme Zn+1 ⊂ A × A
[n+1] as g = πn+1 ◦ ψ where πn+1 : Zn+1 → A
[n+1]
is the restriction of the projection and ψ : A[n,n+1] → Zn+1 is canonically
isomorphic to P(ωZn+1). In particular, ψ is birational and an isomorphism
over the set {(x, ξ) ∈ Zn+1 : ξ is a local complete intersection at x}, and g
is generically finite of degree n+ 1.
(ii) The map q×f : A[n,n+1] → A×A[n] is canonically isomorphic to the blowup
of A×A[n] along Zn. In particular, over Z
′
n, the map q× f is a P
1-bundle.
For any point (ζ, ξ) ∈ A[n,n+1] we have two natural short exact sequences on A:
0→ Iξ → Iζ → Oξ\ζ → 0 and 0→ Oξ\ζ → Oξ → Oζ → 0.
Using these, we see that the fibre of (q × g) over a point (x, ξ) ∈ A× A[n+1] is the
projective space PHom(Ox,Oξ)
∗ and the fibre of (q×f) over a point (x, ζ) ∈ A×A[n]
is the projective space PHom(Iζ ,Ox)
∗ ≃ P(Iζ |x). In particular, we have
(q × g)∗OA[n,n+1] ≃ OZn+1 and (q × f)∗OA[n,n+1] ≃ OA×A[n] .
It can also be shown that the exceptional divisor
E := (q × f)−1(Zn+1) = {(ζ, ξ) ∈ A
[n,n+1] | (ξ\ζ) ⊂ ζ}
is irreducible [ES98, Section 3], ωA[n,n+1] ≃ O(E), (q × f)∗O(E) ≃ OA×A[n] , (q ×
f)∗OE(E) = 0 and q is a submersion [Add11, Section 2.1].
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3. Hilbert Schemes of Points on an Abelian Surface
The Hilbert scheme A[n+1] of n+1 points on an abelian surface A can be thought
of as a fine moduli space of ideal sheaves on A with trivial determinant. In particular,
the structure sequence 0 → IZn+1 → OA×A[n+1] → OZn+1 → 0 for the universal
subscheme Zn+1 ⊂ A×A
[n+1] gives rise to a sequence of Fourier-Mukai functors
F F ′ F ′′ : D(A)→ D(A[n+1])
whose right adjoints are denoted by R,R′, R′′ respectively. It is the observation
that F ′′ ≃ g∗q
∗ which brings the nested Hilbert scheme into play. Now, performing
a similar calculation to that of [Add11, Sections 2.2 & 2.3] shows that the kernels
of the compositions are:
R′F ′ ≃ OA×A[2]⊕
2n−1⊕
i=−1
O⊕2A×A[−i]⊕OA×A[−2n]
R′F ′′ ≃ R′′F ′[2] ≃ OA×A[2]⊕
2n−3⊕
i=−1
O⊕2A×A[−i]⊕OA×A[2− 2n]
R′F ≃ RF ′[−2n] ≃ OA×A[2− 2n]⊕O
⊕2
A×A[1− 2n]⊕OA×A[−2n]
R′′F ′′ ≃ O∆ ⊕
2n−1⊕
i=1
O⊕2∆ [−i]⊕O∆[−2n]
⊕ OA×A ⊕
2n−3⊕
i=1
O⊕2A×A[−i]⊕OA×A[2− 2n]
RF ≃ O∆ ⊕
2n−1⊕
i=1
O⊕2∆ [−i]⊕O∆[−2n]
where the penultimate line uses the fact that the triangle
O∆ ⊗H
∗(A[n],OA[n])→ R
′′F ′′ → OA×A ⊗H
∗(A[n−1],OA[n−1])
splits because the extension class parametrising such triangles is, by construction,
invariant under automorphisms of A. In particular, if ι : A
∼
−→ A ; x 7→ −x is the
involution then any class e ∈ Ext1(OA×A,O∆) ≃ H
1(A,OA) must satisfy ι
∗e = e.
Since ι acts on H1(A,OA) as −idA we see that e must be zero.
After Example 1.3(2), one might have expected F : D(A) → D(A[n+1]) to also
be a Pn-functor but our calculation above shows this is not the case. For instance,
when n = 1, we have
H ≃ C := cone(id
η
→ RF ) ≃ O⊕2∆ [−1]⊕O∆[−2] (1)
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which is not an autoequivalence of D(A). Therefore, F cannot be a Pn-functor
because RF has the wrong ‘shape’. It is precisely our understanding of this exam-
ple which allows us to see why restricting to the generalised Kummer makes the
construction work. Notice, however, that we cannot work with nested generalised
Kummer varieties because the natural incidence variety has the wrong dimension.
Thus, we are forced to work with the functors above whilst keeping track of a specific
subvariety; namely, Beauville’s generalised Kummer variety.
4. Generalised Kummer varieties
The difference with the generalised Kummer variety Kn is that it can be thought
of as a fine moduli space of ideal sheaves on A with trivial determinant and trivial
determinant of the Fourier-Mukai transform (with respect to the Poincare´ bundle)
[Yos01, Section 4]; this extra condition has the effect of killing the unwanted factor
O⊕2∆ of H in (1). If i : Kn →֒ A
[n+1] denotes the inclusion then the universal ideal
sheaf IZn+1 := (idA × i)
∗IZn+1 on A×Kn gives rise to a natural functor
FK : D(A)→ D(Kn)
which is related to F : D(A)→ D(A[n+1]) in the following way:
FK ≃ i
∗ ◦ F and RK ≃ R ◦ i∗.
We now explain how the proof of [Add11, Theorem 2] can be adapted to yield
R′KF
′
K
(1)
≃
n−1⊕
i=−1
OA×A[−2i] R
′
KF
′′
K
(2)
≃
n−2⊕
i=−1
OA×A[−2i]
R′KFK
(3)
≃ OA×A[2− 2n] R
′′
KF
′
K
(4)
≃
n−1⊕
i=0
OA×A[−2i] RKF
′
K
(5)
≃ OA×A[2]
R′′KF
′′
K
(6)
≃
n−1⊕
i=0
O∆[−2i] ⊕
n−2⊕
i=0
OA×A[−2i]
RKFK
(7)
≃
n−1⊕
i=0
O∆[−2i]
(1) The composition is given by
R′KF
′
K(E) := R
′i∗i
∗F ′(E)
≃ R′(i∗OKn)⊗H
∗(A, E)
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A[n+1], i∗OKn)⊗H
∗(A, E)[2]
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(Kn,OKn)⊗H
∗(A, E)[2]
≃ (OA[2]⊕OA ⊕ · · · ⊕ OA[2− 2n])⊗H
∗(A, E)
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and so its kernel must be
R′KF
′
K ≃ OA×A[2]⊕OA×A ⊕ · · · ⊕ OA×A[2− 2n].
(2) In order to verify R′KF
′′
K , one first needs to make the following observation.
Consider the diagram:
A[n,n+1]
q×f

q
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
g //
	
A[n+1]
m

Kn?
_ioo

A A×A[n]
π1oo h // A e? _oo
where h := Σ ◦ (idA ×m) and Σ : A×A→ A is the addition map. Then, we have
q∗g
∗i∗OKn ≃ π1∗(q × f)∗g
∗i∗OKn since q ≃ π1 ◦ (q × f)
≃ π1∗(q × f)∗g
∗m∗Oe since i∗OKn ≃ m
∗Oe
≃ π1∗(q × f)∗(q × f)
∗h∗Oe since m ◦ g = h ◦ (q × f)
≃ π1∗(h
∗Oe ⊗ (q × f)∗OA[n,n+1]) by projection formula
≃ π1∗(h
∗Oe ⊗OA×A[n]) since (q × f)∗OA[n,n+1] ≃ OA×A[n]
≃ π1∗OJ
where
J := Supp(h∗Oe) = h
−1(e) = {(−m(ζ), ζ) ∈ A×A[n]} ∼= A[n]
In other words, π1|J : J → A can be identified with −m : A
[n] → A and so the
required identity π1∗OJ ≃
⊕n−1
i=0 OA[−2i] ≃ OA ⊗ H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1) follows from
Lemma 5.1 below. Putting this all together, we see that
R′KF
′′
K(E) := R
′i∗i
∗F ′′(E)
≃ R′(i∗i
∗g∗q
∗(E))
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A[n+1], i∗i
∗g∗q
∗(E))[2]
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A[n+1], g∗q
∗(E)⊗ i∗OKn)[2] by projection formula
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A[n,n+1], q∗(E)⊗ g∗i∗OKn)[2]
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A, q∗(q
∗(E)⊗ g∗i∗OKn))[2]
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A, E ⊗ q∗g
∗i∗OKn)[2] by projection formula
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A, E ⊗ π1∗OJ)[2] since q∗g
∗i∗OKn ≃ π1∗OJ
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)⊗H
∗(A, E)[2]
≃ (OA[2]⊕OA ⊕ · · · ⊕ OA[4− 2n])⊗H
∗(A, E)
and the kernel is given by
R′KF
′′
K ≃ OA×A[2]⊕OA×A ⊕ · · · ⊕ OA×A[4− 2n].
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(3) To get our hands on R′KFK , we take cohomology of the natural triangle
R′KFK → R
′
KF
′
K → R
′
KF
′′
K
which produces the following long exact sequences
0→Hi(R′KFK)→ OA×A → OA×A →H
i+1(R′KFK)→ 0
for each i = −2, 0, . . . , 2n−4 as well as an identification H2n−2(R′KFK)
∼
−→ OA×A. In
other words, if one can show that the map R′KF
′
K → R
′
KF
′′
K induces an isomorphism
(or indeed a non-zero map) on Hi for all −2 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 4 then
Hi(R′KFK) =
{
OA×A if i = 2n− 2
0 o/w
and the kernel must be
R′KFK ≃ OA×A[2− 2n].
Given that the map of functors R′KF
′
K → R
′
KF
′′
K corresponds to the following
map π13∗(π
∗
12OA×Kn⊗π23∗O
∨
Kn×A
[2])→ π13∗(π
∗
12OZn+1⊗π23∗O
∨
Kn×A
[2]) of kernels,
whose cohomology is given by
Exti+2π13 (π
∗
23OKn×A, π
∗
12OA×Kn)→ Ext
i+2
π13 (π
∗
23OKn×A, π
∗
12OZn+1),
we see that a nonzero map here for i = −2, 0, . . . , 2n − 4 is equivalent to a nonzero
map
Hi(π1∗OA×Kn)→H
i(π1∗OZn+1) for i = 0, 2, . . . , 2n − 2.
Since OZn+1 := (idA × i)
∗OZn+1 ≃ (idA × i)
∗(q × g)∗OA[n,n+1] , we can consider the
following diagram
A[n,n+1]
q×g //
q×f

A×A[n+1]
π1

A×Kn
idA×ioo
π1
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧
A×Kn−1
idA×i // A×A[n] π1
// A
and check the condition on the fibres of q (which are all smooth); see [Add11, p.21].
That is, for x ∈ A we want to show that g∗|Kn : H
i(OKn)
∼
−→ H i(O(q×f)−1(x×Kn−1))
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n−2. If σn+1 and σn denote the natural symplectic forms on A
[n+1]
and A[n] induced by a symplectic form σ on A [Bea83, Proposition 5] then we have
g∗σn+1 = q
∗σ + f∗σn and σ
j
n+1 ∈ H
2j(OA[n+1]) is mapped to f
∗σjn ∈ H2j(Oq−1(x)).
Since σn+1 (respectively σn) induces a symplectic form on Kn (respectively Kn−1)
[Bea83, Proposition 7] and f∗O(q×f)−1(x×Kn−1) ≃ i
∗f∗Oq−1(x) ≃ i
∗OA[n] ≃ OKn−1 we
see that f∗|Kn−1 : H
i(OKn−1)
∼
−→ H i(O(q×f)−1(x×Kn−1)) is an isomorphism and the
generator ofH2j(OKn) must get mapped to the generator of H
2j(O(q×f)−1(x×Kn−1)).
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(4) Observe that R′′KF
′
K is the right adjoint of L
′
KF
′′
K and so
R′′KF
′
K ≃ (L
′
KF
′′
K)
∨[2] since R′′KF
′
K ≃ SD(A)(L
′
KF
′′
K)
∨
by [Huy06, Remark 5.8]
≃ (R′K [2n− 2]F
′′
K)
∨[2] since L′K ≃ S
−1
D(A)R
′
KSD(Kn) ≃ R
′
K [2n− 2]
by [Huy06, Remark 1.31]
≃ (R′KF
′′
K)
∨[4− 2n]
≃ OA×A ⊕OA×A[−2]⊕ · · · ⊕ OA×A[2− 2n].
(5) Similarly, the adjunction L′KFK ⊣ RKF
′
K provides us with
RKF
′
K ≃ (R
′
KFK)
∨[4− 2n]
≃ OA×A[2].
(6) The most technical calculation is that of R′′KF
′′
K . First notice that the kernel
of the composition [Huy06, Proposition 5.10] is given by
R′′KF
′′
K ≃ π13∗(idA × i× idA)
∗(OZn+1×A ⊗O
∨
A×Zn+1)[2]
≃ π13∗(OZn+1×A ⊗O
∨
A×Zn+1 ⊗ π
∗
2i∗OKn)[2]
where OZn+1×A⊗O
∨
A×Zn+1
is supported on (Zn+1×A)∩ (A×Zn+1) = Zn+1×A[n+1]
Zn+1. Now, consider the maps
q × g × q : A[n,n+1] → A×A[n+1] ×A ; (ζ, ξ) 7→ (ξ\ζ, ξ, ξ\ζ),
r : A[n−1,n,n+1] → A×A[n+1] ×A ; (η, ζ, ξ) 7→ (ζ\η, ξ, ξ\ζ).
Then Addington [Add11, p.23] shows that there is an exact triangle
(q × g × q)∗OA[n,n+1] → OZn+1×A ⊗O
∨
A×Zn+1 → r∗pr
∗
23O(E), (2)
where pr23 : A
[n−1,n,n+1] → A[n,n+1] ; (η, ζ, ξ) 7→ (ζ, ξ) is the projection. It is clear
from the expression for R′′KF
′′
K above that we want to pull this sequence back to
A×Kn ×A and then push it down to A×A.
For the first term of (2), observe that the following diagram commutes:
A[n+1] Kn
ioo
A[n,n+1]
q

q×g×q //
g
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
A×A[n+1] ×A
π13

π2
OO
A×Kn ×A
π13
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐
idA×i×idAoo
π2
OO
A
∆
// A×A
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We have seen that q∗g
∗i∗OKn ≃ OA ⊗ H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1) and so the first term
becomes
π13∗((q × g × q)∗OA[n,n+1] ⊗ π
∗
2i∗OKn) ≃ π13∗(q × g × q)∗(q × g × q)
∗π∗2i∗OKn
by projection formula
≃ ∆∗q∗g
∗i∗OKn
≃ ∆∗(OA ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1))
≃ O∆ ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1).
For the last term of (2), we use a similar diagram (and temporarily introduce
another map q23 : A
[n−1,n,n+1] → A ; (η, ζ, ξ) = ξ\ζ)
A A[n,n+1]
g //
q×f
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
A[n+1] Kn
ioo
A×A[n]
h
OO
A[n−1,n,n+1]
r //
pr23
OO
q23×pr12
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥
A×A[n+1] ×A
π13

π2
OO
A×Kn ×A
idA×i×idAoo
π13
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
π2
OO
A×A[n−1,n]
idA×g
OO
idA×q×f // A×A×A[n−1]
π21 //
Σ◦(idA×h)mm
A×A
π13∗(r∗pr
∗
23O(E) ⊗ π
∗
2i∗OKn)
≃ π13∗r∗(pr
∗
23O(E) ⊗ r
∗π∗2i∗OKn) by projection formula
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(q23 × pr12)∗pr
∗
23(O(E) ⊗ g
∗i∗OKn)
since π13 ◦ r ≃ π21 ◦ (idA × q × f) ◦ (q23 × pr12) and g ◦ pr23 ≃ π2 ◦ r
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(idA × g)
∗(q × f)∗(O(E) ⊗ g
∗i∗OKn)
by base change [Add11, Appendix A]
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(idA × g)
∗(q × f)∗(O(E) ⊗ (q × f)
∗OJ)
since g∗i∗OKn ≃ (q × f)
∗OJ
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(idA × g)
∗((q × f)∗O(E) ⊗OJ) by projection formula
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(idA × g)
∗OJ since (q × f)∗O(E) ≃ OA×A[n]
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(idA × g)
∗h∗Oe since J := h
−1(e)
≃ π21∗(idA × q × f)∗(idA × q × f)
∗(idA × h)
∗Σ∗Oe
since h ◦ (idA × g) ≃ (Σ ◦ (idA × h)) ◦ (idA × q × f)
≃ π21∗((idA × h)
∗Σ∗Oe ⊗ (id× q × f)∗OA×A[n−1,n]) by projection formula
≃ π21∗(idA × h)
∗Σ∗Oe since (id × q × f)∗OA×A[n−1,n] ≃ OA×A×A[n−1]
≃ π21∗OJ ′
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where
J ′ := Supp((idA × h)
∗Σ∗Oe) = {(x,−x−m(η), η)} ≃ A×A
[n−1].
As before, we can identify π21|J ′ : J
′ → A×A with −h× idA : A
[n−1]×A→ A×A
and the identity π21∗OJ ′ ≃ OA×A ⊗ H
∗(Kn−2,OKn−2) follows from Lemma 5.1
below.
Thus we have an exact triangle
O∆ ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)→ R
′′
KF
′′
K → OA×A ⊗H
∗(Kn−2,OKn−2),
which must split because it is natural and hence (its defining morphism is) invariant
under automorphisms of A; use the same argument as in §3. In other words, the
kernel of this composition is given by
R′′KF
′′
K =


O∆ ⊕O∆[−2]⊕ · · · ⊕ O∆[2− 2n]
⊕ OA×A ⊕OA×A[−2]⊕ · · · ⊕ OA×A[4− 2n]
(7) For the computation of RKFK , we exploit the following diagram of exact
triangles
R′′KFK
//

R′KFK
//

RKFK

R′′KF
′
K
//

R′KF
′
K
//

RKF
′
K

R′′KF
′′
K
// R′KF
′′
K
// RKF
′′
K
Taking cohomology of the left column and bottom row yields
Hi(R′′KFK) =


O∆ if i = 1, 3, . . . , 2n − 3
I∆ if i = 2n− 2
0 o/w
and
Hi(RKF
′′
K) =


OA×A if i = −2
O∆ if i = −1, 1, . . . , 2n− 3
0 o/w
Then we can take cohomology of either the top row or right column to get
Hi(RKFK) =
{
O∆ if i = 0, 2, . . . , 2n − 2
0 o/w
Thus, RKFK has a filtration whose associated graded object is
⊕n−1
i=0 O∆[−2i],
but since classes in Ext1A×A(O∆,O∆) ≃ HH
1(A) ≃ H1(A,OA) ⊕ H
0(A,TA) are
invariant under automorphisms of A×A, the filtration splits; use the same argument
as in §3 with ι replaced by ι × ι. (One also needs to check that ι × ι acts on
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Ext3A×A(O∆,O∆) as −1 but this follows from Serre duality together with the fact
that a volume form on A × A is invariant under (ι × ι)∗ because we have even
dimension.) Therefore, the kernel is
RKFK = O∆ ⊕O∆[−2]⊕ · · · ⊕ O∆[2− 2n].
The monad structure RKFKRKFK
µ
→ RKFK is the hard part of the proof but
again, we can appeal to [Add11, Section 2.5]. Indeed, the adjoint pairs g∗ ⊣ g
! and
i∗ ⊣ i∗ provide us with a map of monads q∗q
∗ → q∗g
!i∗i
∗g∗q
∗ = R′′KF
′′
K . Combining
this with our observation that q∗g
∗i∗OKn ≃ π1∗OJ , we can identify the monad
structure of R′′KF
′′
K with the multiplication in H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1). Producing a map
q∗q
∗ → RKFK (where we implicitly understand that q := q|(q×f)∗J) goes through in
exactly the same way as [Add11, p.26-31]. Thus, we can conclude with the following
Theorem 4.1. Let Kn be the generalised Kummer variety associated to an abelian
surface A and consider the natural functor FK : D(A) → D(Kn) induced by the
universal ideal sheaf IZn+1 on A ×Kn. Then FK is a P
n−1-functor for all n > 1.
In particular, we have a non-trivial derived autoequivalence
PFK := cone(cone(FKRK [−2]→ FKRK)→ idKn) ∈ Aut(D(Kn))
5. The Albanese Map
Recall that the Albanese map m : A[n] → A is isotrivial. That is, we have the
following cartesian diagram:
A×Kn−1
ν //
π1

A[n]
m

(x, ζ) ✤
ν //
❴
π1

txζ❴
m

A ϕ
// A x ✤ ϕ
// nx
Explicitly, we have A×AA
[n] =
{
(x, ζ) ∈ A×A[n] | mζ = nx
}
and an isomorphism
A ×A A
[n] ∼−→ A ×Kn−1 ; (x, ζ) 7→ (x, t−xζ). In other words, the morphism ν is
just the restriction of the translation map on A[n] to Kn−1.
Lemma 5.1. m∗OA[n] ≃
⊕n−1
i=0 OA[−2i] is a formal object in D(A).
Proof. Semicontinuity implies that H2i(m∗OA[n]) =: Li is locally free of rank one
andH2i+1(m∗OA[n]) = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1. Beauville [Bea83, Proposition 7] shows
that the natural symplectic structure on A[n] induces a symplectic structure on the
fibres Kn−1 of m. In particular, powers of the symplectic form provide nowhere
vanishing sections of the Li. Therefore, Li ≃ OA for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and m∗OA[n]
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has a filtration in cohomology sheaves which must split because Ext2k+1A (OA,OA) ≃
H2k+1(A,OA) = 0 for all k ≥ 1. 
Theorem 5.2. m∗ : D(A)→ D(A[n]) is a Pn−1-functor with H = [−2].
Proof. First, we note that
m∗m
∗E ≃ E ⊗m∗OA[n] by projection formula
≃
n−1⊕
i=0
E [−2i] by Lemma 5.1.
Next, we need to check that m∗m
∗[−2] →֒ m∗m
∗m∗m
∗ m∗ǫm
∗
−−−−→ m∗m
∗ induces an
isomorphism on Hi for 2 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 2 but this can be pointwise, in which case it
follows immediately from Lemma 5.1. Finally, the condition SA[n]m
∗[2−2n] ≃ m∗SA
is satisfied because SA[n] ≃ [2n] and SA ≃ [2]. 
6. Equivariant Approach
In this section we provide an alternative proof of [Add11, Theorem 2] and our
Theorem 4.1 above which makes use of the BKR-Haiman equivalence together with
results of Scala [Sca09a] and Krug [Kru14]. It should be noted that this proof
of [Add11, Theorem 2] is very similar to an unpublished proof by Markman and
Mehrotra [MM11]; the main difference is that they compute RF directly, by calcu-
lating equivariant Tor’s and using a standard vanishing Lemma in derived categories,
whereas Krug’s formulae [Kru14, Theorem 3.17] (which work for any smooth projec-
tive surface) together with the methods therein, allow us to deduce RF from all the
other compositions R′F ′, R′′F ′, R′F ′′ and R′′F ′′. Also, the case of the generalised
Kummer variety follows more easily from our approach.
Haiman [Hai01, Theorem 5.1] proved that the Bridgeland-King-Reid theorem
[BKR01, Theorem 1.1] applied to the Hilbert scheme X [n+1] of points on a smooth
projective surface X yields a derived equivalence Ψ : D(X [n+1])
∼
−→ DSn+1(Xn+1)
between the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on the Hilbert scheme
and the bounded derived category of Sn+1-equivariant sheaves on the product.
This equivalence has been used extensively in the study of tautological objects
on Hilbert schemes, that is, objects which lie in the image of our Fourier-Mukai
functor F ′′ : D(X)→ D(X [n+1]). In particular, we have the following
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a smooth projective surface and consider the tautological
objects F ′′(E), F ′′(F) ∈ D(X [n+1]) associated to E ,F ∈ D(X). Then we have the
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following natural isomorphisms of graded vector spaces
Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′′(F)) ≃ Ext∗(E ,F) ⊗ SnH∗(X,OX )
⊕ H∗(X, E∨)⊗H∗(X,F) ⊗ Sn−1H∗(X,OX )
Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′(F)) ≃ H∗(X, E∨)⊗H∗(X,F) ⊗ SnH∗(X,OX )
Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′′(F)) ≃ H∗(X, E∨ ⊗ ωX)[2] ⊗H
∗(X,F) ⊗ SnH∗(X,OX )
Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F)) ≃ H∗(X, E∨ ⊗ ωX)[2] ⊗H
∗(X,F) ⊗ Sn+1H∗(X,OX ).
Proof. See [Kru14, Theorem 3.17 and Remark 3.19] for the first two. The third
expression follows from [Sca09b, Corollary 35] and [Kru14, Remark 3.20]. 
This result allows us to completely circumvent the main calculation in [Add11,
Sections 2.2 & 2.3]. More precisely, using adjunctions and the Yoneda lemma, we
can determine the kernels of the four crucial compositions R′F ′, R′′F ′, R′F ′′, R′′F ′′
almost instantly. Indeed, if ΦP denotes the Fourier-Mukai transform with kernel P
then ΦOX⊠OX (F) ≃ H
∗(F) ⊗OX , ΦOX⊠ωX (F) ≃ H
∗(F) ⊗ ωX and ΦO∆(F) ≃ F .
Thus, we see that Ext∗(E ,ΦOX⊠OX (F)) ≃ H
∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F), Ext∗(E ,ΦOX⊠ωX (F)) ≃
H∗(E∨⊗ωX)⊗H
∗(F) and Ext∗(E ,ΦO∆(F)) ≃ Ext
∗(E ,F). Therefore, by Theorem
6.1, we have the following identifications:
R′′F ′ ≃ OX×X ⊗H
∗(X [n],OX[n]) R
′F ′ ≃ (OX ⊠ ωX)⊗H
∗(X [n+1],OX[n+1])[2]
R′′F ′′ ≃ O∆ ⊗H
∗(X [n],OX[n])
R′F ′′ ≃ (OX ⊠ ωX)⊗H
∗(X [n],OX[n])[2]
⊕ OX×X ⊗H
∗(X [n−1],OX[n−1])
As discussed in §3, the natural map F ′ → F ′′ of functors is induced by the
restriction map OX×X[n+1] → OZn+1 of kernels. Under the BKR isomorphism,
this is equivalent to the restriction map OX×Xn+1 → OD where D :=
⋃n+1
i=1 Di is
the union of all pairwise diagonals Di := ∆i,n+2 ⊂ X
n+1 × X. In the notation
introduced above, this is just saying that ΨF ′ ≃ ΦO
X×Xn+1
and ΨF ′′ ≃ ΦOD ; see
[Sca09a, Proposition 1.3.3 & section 2.1] for more details. By [Sca09a, Remark
2.2.1], we have a Cˇech-type Sn+1-equivariant resolution K
• of OD given by
0→ OD →
n+1⊕
i=1
ODi → · · · →
⊕
|I|=k
ODI → · · · → OD{1,...,n+1} → 0 (3)
where DI :=
⋂
i∈I Di is the partial diagonal corresponding to ∅ 6= I ⊆ {1, . . . , n+1}.
Now, the main point of Theorem 6.1 and its proof [Kru14, Proposition 3.12] is that
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only the zeroth term of this complex contributes toHom(Ψ(F ′(F)),Ψ(F ′′(F)))Sn+1 .
More precisely, [Sca09a, Theorem 2.4.5] and [Kru14, Proposition 3.12] provide the
following identifications
Hom(OX×Xn+1 ,Ψ(F
′′(F)))Sn+1 ≃ Hom(OX×Xn+1 , C(F))
Sn+1
Hom(Ψ(F ′′(E)),OX×Xn+1)
Sn+1 ≃ Hom(C(E),OX×Xn+1)
Sn+1
Hom(Ψ(F ′′(E)),Ψ(F ′′(F)))Sn+1 ≃ Hom(C(E), C(F))Sn+1
where
C := Φ⊕n+1
i=1 ODi
≃
n+1⊕
i=1
π∗i : D(X)→ D
Sn+1(Xn+1).
Replacing OD by K
•, we see that our restriction map must factor through OX×Xn+1
→
⊕n+1
i=1 ODi which is nothing but restriction componentwise. Therefore, the in-
duced map Ψ(F ′(F))→ Ψ(F ′′(F)) is realised as the sum of n+ 1 evaluation maps
H∗(F)⊗O
⊠(n+1)
X →
⊕
i
π∗iF ; f⊗(s1⊠ · · ·⊠sn+1) 7→
⊕
i
s1⊠ · · ·⊠f(si)⊠ · · ·⊠sn+1
Thus, the induced map Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F)) → Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′′(F)), under the iso-
morphism of Theorem 6.1, is given by
H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F) ⊗ Sn+1H∗(OX)→ H
∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F)⊗ SnH∗(OX )
e⊗ f ⊗ (s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn+1) 7→
∑
i
e⊗ f(si)⊗ s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ŝi ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn+1
and similarly for the map Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′(F)) → Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′′(F)). By duality,
we get similar descriptions for the maps Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′(F))→ Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F))
and Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′′(F)) → Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′′(F)) respectively; so it is enough to
understand the first one.
In particular, if X is a K3 surface then each 2kth graded piece of SnH∗(X,OX )
is one-dimensional for 0 ≤ k ≤ n and the map described above must be an isomor-
phism. Indeed, if 0 6= u ∈ H2(X,OX ) then a basis of S
nH∗(X,OX ) is given by
elements of the form ukidn−k for k = 0, . . . , n and the components
H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F)⊗ ukidn+1−k → H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F)⊗ ukidn−k
of Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F)) → Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′′(F)) described above are isomorphisms.
By duality, the components of Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′(F))→ Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F)) must also
be isomorphisms and similarly for the other maps. This means we can cancel these
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terms from the cones and rewrite the following diagram of triangles
Ext∗(F ′′(E), F (F)) //

Ext∗(F ′(E), F (F)) //

Ext∗(F (E), F (F))

Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′(F)) //

Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F)) //

Ext∗(F (E), F ′(F))

Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′′(F)) // Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′′(F)) // Ext∗(F (E), F ′′(F))
as
⊕n
k=0 Ext
∗(E ,F)[−2k − 1]
⊕H∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[−2n]
//

H∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[−2n] //

⊕n
k=0 Ext
∗(E ,F)[−2k]
⊕n
k=0H
∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[−2k] //

⊕n
k=−1H
∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[−2k] //

H∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[2]
⊕n
k=0 Ext
∗(E ,F)[−2k]⊕n−1
k=0 H
∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[−2k]
//
⊕n−1
k=−1H
∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[−2k] //
⊕n
k=0 Ext
∗(E ,F)[−2k + 1]
⊕H∗(E∨)⊗H∗(F)[2]
That is, Ext∗(E , RF (F)) ≃ Ext∗(F (E), F (F)) ≃
⊕n
k=0 Ext
∗(E ,F)[−2k] and so by
Yoneda, we have
RF ≃
n⊕
k=0
O∆[−2k]
Similar arguments when X is an abelian surface recover the expressions of §3.
For the case of the generalised Kummer variety, we play the same game with a
‘BKR-type’ isomorphism ΨK : D(Kn)
∼
−→ DSn+1(N) where j : N →֒ An+1 is the
locus of points which sum to zero. Consider the following diagram:
In+1A
p //
q

An+1
π

Kn ×N
+

k
99ssssssssss p //
q

N
+

j
99rrrrrrrrrrrr
π

A[n+1]
µ // Sn+1A
Kn
+

i
99sssssssssss µ // N/Sn+1
+
 ℓ
99sssssssssss
Lemma 6.2. There is a ‘BKR-type’ equivalence ΨK : D(Kn)
∼
−→ DSn+1(N) which
naturally intertwines with Ψ : D(A[n+1])
∼
−→ DSn+1(An+1). That is, we have
ΨK ◦ i
∗ ≃ j∗ ◦Ψ.
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In particular, this provides us with the identities ΨKF
′
K ≃ ΦOA×N , ΨKF
′′
K ≃ ΦD as
well as an Sn+1-equivariant resolution K
•
of D := (idA × j)
−1D given by
0→ OD →
n+1⊕
i=1
ODi → · · · →
⊕
|I|=k
ODI → · · · → OD{1,...,n+1} → 0
where DI := (idA × j)
−1(DI) are the restricted diagonals.
Proof. Let ΨK : D(Kn) → D
Sn+1(N) be the Fourier-Mukai functor induced by
k∗OIn+1A where I
n+1A := (A[n+1] ×SnA A
n+1)red is Haiman’s isospectral Hilbert
scheme; the BKR isomorphism Ψ is given by ΦO
In+1A
: D(A[n+1])
∼
−→ DSn+1(An+1).
Applying [Che02, Lemma 6.1] we see that
Ψ ◦ i∗ ≃ j∗ ◦ΨK .
Furthermore, by [Che02, Proposition 6.2], we know that ΨK must be an equivalence
and so taking left adjoints proves the first claim. For the second identity, recall
from §4 that F ′′K ≃ i
∗F ′′ and so ΨKF
′′
K ≃ ΨKi
∗F ′′ ≃ j∗ΨF ′′ ≃ j∗ΦOD . Now, since
codimDD = 2 = codimA×An+1A×N , we can use base change [Kuz06, Corollary 2.27]
to conclude that j∗ΦOD ≃ ΦOD ; the first identity follows from similar arguments.
Next, observe that codimDIDI and so by [Sca09b, Lemma 2] (or again by [Kuz06,
Corollary 2.27]) we see that all the objects of (3) are (idA × j)
∗-acyclic and so the
sequence remains exact after pulling back. 
Remark 6.3. We expect that the ΨK defined above agrees with the BKR isomor-
phism induced by the universal family of Sn+1-clusters on N , or equivalently, the
restricted isospectral Hilbert scheme In+1A := q−1(Kn) where q : I
n+1A→ A[n+1],
but we are unable to give a formal proof of this ‘fact’.
Since Hom is compatible with pullback [Huy06, Compatibilities (vi) p.85], it
follows immediately from [Sca09a, Theorem 2.4.5] and [Kru14, Proposition 3.12]
that we have natural isomorphisms
Hom(OA×N ,ΨK(F
′′
K(F)))
Sn+1 ≃ Hom(OA×N , C(F))
Sn+1
Hom(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),OA×N )
Sn+1 ≃ Hom(C(E),OA×N )
Sn+1
Hom(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′′
K(F)))
Sn+1 ≃ Hom(C(E), C(F))Sn+1
where
C := Φ⊕n+1
i=1 ODi
≃
n+1⊕
i=1
π∗i : D(A)→ D
Sn+1(N)
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and πi := πi ◦ j : N ⊂ A
n+1 → A are the natural projections restricted to N . This,
in turn, gives rise to natural isomorphisms
Ext∗(ΨK(F
′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′′
K(F)))
Sn+1 ≃ Ext∗(ΨK(F
′
K(E)), C(F))
Sn+1
Ext∗(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′
K(F)))
Sn+1 ≃ Ext∗(C(E),ΨK(F
′
K(F)))
Sn+1
Ext∗(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′′
K(F)))
Sn+1 ≃ Ext∗(C(E), C(F))Sn+1 .
In particular, it is only the zeroth term of the Sn+1-equivariant resolution K
•
which
contributes toHom(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′′
K(F)))
Sn+1 and the other compositions. Ap-
plying the arguments of [Kru14, Theorem 3.17] provides the following identities
Ext∗(ΨK(F
′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′′
K(F))) ≃ H
∗(A, E∨)⊗ Ext∗(ON , π
∗
n+1(F))
Sn (4)
Ext∗(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′
K(F))) ≃ H
∗(A,F) ⊗ Ext∗(π∗n+1(E),ON )
Sn (5)
Ext∗(ΨK(F
′′
K(E)),ΨK(F
′′
K(F))) ≃ Ext
∗(π∗n+1(E), π
∗
n+1(F))
Sn (6)
⊕ Ext∗(π∗n+1(E), π
∗
n(F))
Sn−1 .
Now, at this stage of the proof in the Hilbert scheme case, Krug uses the natural
Sn-equivariant isomorphism A
n+1 ≃ An ×A together with the Ku¨nneth formula to
obtain
Ext∗(πn+1(E), πn+1(F))
Sn ≃ H∗(An,OAn)
Sn ⊗ Ext∗(E ,F) ≃ H∗(A[n],OA[n])⊗ Ext
∗(E ,F).
However, if Nn ⊂ A
n+1 denotes the locus of points which sum to zero then the lack
of an Sn-equivariant isomorphism Nn ≃ Nn−1×A prevents us from doing the same.
To remedy this, we observe that pullback along the summation map Σn : A
n → A
coincides with pullback along the Albanese map m : A[n] → A under the BKR
equivalence Ψ := ΦOInA ; this allows us to induce Lemma 5.1 and finish the proof.
Consider the following diagram
InA
p
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
q
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦
A[n]
µ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
m
✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼✼
✼
	
	 An
π
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦
Σn
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
	
SnA
τ

A
where τ : SnA→ A denotes the summation map so as not to conflict with Σn.
Lemma 6.4. Ψ ◦m∗ ≃ Σ∗n : D(A)→ D
Sn(An).
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Proof. By [Sca09a, Proposition 1.3.3], we have p∗OInA ≃ OAn and so p∗p
∗ ≃ idAn .
The claim now follows from the commutativity of the previous diagram:
Ψ ◦m∗ ≃ p∗q
∗µ∗τ∗ ≃ p∗p
∗π∗τ∗ ≃ π∗τ∗ ≃ Σ∗n. 
Corollary 6.5. Σn∗Σ
∗
n ≃ idA ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1).
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we have m∗m
∗ ≃ idA ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1). Combining this
with Lemma 6.4, we get
Σn∗Σ
∗
n ≃ m∗Ψ
−1Ψm∗ ≃ m∗m
∗ ≃ idA ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1). 
Remark 6.6. To be formally correct, Ψ should be replaced with ΦOInA ◦triv where
triv : D(A) → DSn(A) equips every object with the trivial Sn-linearisation. Then
Σ∗n becomes Σ
∗
n ◦ triv and Σn∗ becomes ( )
Sn ◦ Σn∗. Recall that taking invariants
( )Sn is right adjoint to triv and ( )Sn ◦ triv ≃ idA.
Remark 6.7. Notice that Lemma 6.4 also shows that Σ∗n : D(A) → D
Sn(An) is
a Pn−1-functor with twist PΣ∗n ≃ Ψ ◦ Pm∗ ◦ Ψ
−1. Indeed, this follows immediately
from Theorem 5.2 and the definitions in §1; see [Kru13, Lemma 2.3].
Now, if we use the Sn-equivariant isomorphism
An ≃ N ; (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (x1, . . . , xn,−
n∑
i=1
xi)
then we see immediately that πn+1 can be identified (up to sign) with Σn. In
particular, Corollary 6.5 says that
(πn+1∗ON )
Sn ≃ (Σn∗OAn)
Sn ≃ OA ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1) ≃
n−1⊕
i=0
OA[−2i]
which allows us to simplify equations (4), (5) and the first summand of (6). For the
second summand of (6), we have
Corollary 6.8. (πn+1∗π
∗
nF)
Sn−1 ≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−2,OKn−2).
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Proof. Observe that πn coincides with πn under the isomorphism A
n ≃ N described
above and Σn ≃ Σ2 ◦ (Σn−1 × idA). Then
(πn+1∗π
∗
nF)
Sn−1 ≃ (Σn∗π
∗
nF)
Sn−1
≃ (Σ2∗(Σn−1 × idA)∗(OAn−1 ⊠F))
Sn−1
≃ Σ2∗((Σn−1∗OAn−1)
Sn−1 ⊠ F)
≃ Σ2∗(OA ⊠ F)⊗H
∗(Kn−2,OKn−2) by Corollary 6.5
≃ Σ2∗π
∗
2F ⊗H
∗(Kn−2,OKn−2)
≃ OA ⊗H
∗(A,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−2,OKn−2)
where the last line uses the fact that Σ2∗π
∗
2 ≃ ΦOA×A . Indeed, Γπ2 ×A and A×ΓΣ2
intersect transversally in the subvariety {(b, a, b, a + b)} ≃ A× A and so the claim
follows from [Huy06, Proposition 5.10]. 
Thus, we have proved the following
Theorem 6.9. Let A be an abelian surface and consider the tautological objects
F ′′K(E), F
′′
K(F) ∈ D(Kn) associated to E ,F ∈ D(A). Then we have the following
natural isomorphisms of graded vector spaces
Ext∗(F ′′K(E), F
′′
K(F)) ≃ Ext
∗(E ,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)
⊕ H∗(A, E∨)⊗H∗(A,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−2,OKn−2)
Ext∗(F ′′K(E), F
′
K(F)) ≃ H
∗(A, E∨)⊗H∗(A,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)
Ext∗(F ′K(E), F
′′
K(F)) ≃ H
∗(A, E∨)[2] ⊗H∗(A,F) ⊗H∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)
Ext∗(F ′K(E), F
′
K(F)) ≃ H
∗(A, E∨)[2] ⊗H∗(A,F) ⊗H∗(Kn,OKn).
As before, we can use adjunctions and the Yoneda lemma to determine the kernels
of the four compositions:
R′′KF
′
K ≃ OA×A ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1) R
′
KF
′
K ≃ OA×A ⊗H
∗(Kn,OKn)[2]
R′′KF
′′
K ≃ O∆ ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)
R′KF
′′
K ≃ OA×A ⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1)[2]
⊕ OA×A ⊗H
∗(Kn−2,OKn−2)
Similar arguments to those in the Hilbert scheme case show that the induced
map ΨK(F
′
K(F)) → ΨK(F
′′
K(F)) is again realised as the sum of evaluation maps.
Thus, the induced map Ext∗(F ′K(E), F
′
K(F)) → Ext
∗(F ′K(E), F
′′
K(F)), under the
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isomorphism of Theorem 6.9, is given by
H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F) ⊗H∗(ON )
Sn+1 → H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F)⊗H∗(ONn−1)
Sn
e⊗ f ⊗ (s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn+1) 7→
∑
i
e⊗ f(si)⊗ s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ŝi ⊗ · · · ⊗ sn+1
and similarly for the other maps. Now, if 0 6= v ∈ H2(A,OA) then a basis of the
Sn+1-invariants ofH
∗(N,ON ) ≃ H
∗(An,OAn) ≃ H
∗(A,OA)
⊗n is given by elements
of the form vkidn−k for k = 0, . . . , n and we see that the components
H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F)⊗ vkidn−k → H∗(E)∨ ⊗H∗(F) ⊗ vkidn−k−1
of Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′(F)) → Ext∗(F ′(E), F ′′(F)) are again isomorphisms. By duality,
the components of the other maps are isomorphisms as well and so we can cancel
the direct summands from the cones just as before and use Yoneda to get
RKFK ≃
n−1⊕
k=0
O∆[−2k].
The last piece of this technical jigsaw is the monad structure. Inspecting the proof
of [Kru14, Theorem 3.17], we can see that the first summand
⊕n
k=0 Ext
∗(E ,F)[−2k]
of Ext∗(F ′′(E), F ′′(F)) corresponds precisely to the summand Ext∗(π∗n+1E , π
∗
n+1F)
Sn
of Ext∗(C(E), C(F))Sn+1 := Ext∗(
⊕
i π
∗
i E ,
⊕
i π
∗
iF)
Sn+1 . Thus, the adjoint pair
π∗n+1 ⊣ πn+1∗ allows us to identify RF with πn+1∗π
∗
n+1 ≃ idX ⊗ H
∗(X [n],OX[n])
where the monad structure is given by cup product. Similarly, if we replace πi by
πi := πi ◦ j : N → A where N ≃ A
n, then we can use π∗n+1 ⊣ πn+1∗ to identify
RKFK with πn+1∗π
∗
n+1 ≃ idA⊗H
∗(Kn−1,OKn−1) which follows from Corollary 6.5.
In summary, we have demonstrated independent proofs of [Add11, Theorem 2]
and Theorem 4.1 above on the equivariant sides of the BKR equivalences.
7. Final Remarks
By [Yos01, Theorem 0.2], we know that the moduli space K := KH(v) of H-stable
sheaves on an abelian surface with primitive Mukai vector v, trivial determinant and
trivial determinant of the Fourier-Mukai transform (with respect to the Poincare´
bundle) is deformation equivalent to Kv2/2−1 and so we expect Theorem 4.1 to hold
in much more generality. More precisely, if F : D(A)→ D(K) is the Fourier-Mukai
functor induced by the universal sheaf U on A × KH(v) and R is its right adjoint
then we expect the kernel of RF to be given by
⊕dimK−1
i=0 O∆[−2i] and the monad
structureRFRF
µ
→ RF to be like multiplication in the graded ringH∗(PdimK−1,C);
cf. [Add11, Conjecture on p.2]. This would provide new autoequivalences of D(K).
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A first step towards establishing this conjecture can be taken by using an idea of
Markman & Mehrotra [MM11]. In particular, their arguments allow us to show that
Mukai’s homomorphism θv : v
⊥ ∼−→ H2(KH(v),Z) [Yos01, Theorem 0.2] is equivalent
to Ca˘lda˘raru’s F † : HH2(K)
∼
−→ HH2(A) [Ca˘l03, Definition 5.2] which factors
through Hom(RF, idA)
◦η
−→ HH2(A) and hence splits the unit map η : idA → RF .
That is, O∆ is a direct summand of the kernel of RF which implies F is faithful. We
expect it should be possible to ‘bootstrap’ this argument and determine a complete
description of RF in line with the suggestion above.
Apart from Hilbert schemes of points S[n] on K3 surfaces S and generalised
Kummer varieties Kn associated to abelian surfaces A (together with deformations
thereof), the only other compact hyperka¨hler varieties known to us are O’Grady’s
sporadic examples of dimension ten and six; see [O’G99] and [O’G03]. Lehn & Sorger
[LS06] show that if v is a primitive Mukai vector with v2 = 2 then the moduli space
M := MH(2v) (resp. K := KH(2v)) of H-stable sheaves on a K3 surface S (resp.
abelian surface A) admits a symplectic resolution π : M˜ → M (resp. π : K˜ → K)
which is obtained by blowing up the (reduced) singular locus Sym2MH(v) (resp.
Sym2KH(v)). In this case, Perego & Rapagnetta [PR13] show that M˜ and K˜ are
deformation equivalent to O’Grady’s ten and six dimensional example respectively.
It is natural at this point to ask if we can construct Pn-functors for the O’Grady
spaces M˜ and K˜.
The hyperka¨hler Strominger-Yau-Zaslow conjecture [Ver10, Conjecture 1.2] states
that every hyperka¨hler manifold can be deformed into a hyperka¨hler manifold which
admits a lagrangian fibration. Therefore, one could also investigate whether there
is a natural Pn-functor associated to a lagrangian fibration π : X → Pn.
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